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Numericalmodels.develoycdtrumpcmafr”st-affcctedareasOfthe
BeaufOrtsea C”n,ine”,a, shelf, *emonrtra,ethat rile shallowest
high-vetocirylayerhasa profounderect “” rraveltimesa”* incidence
anglesof raypathsfor deeperinterfaces. Kci”I,s indicatescvcrsl
facmrseat makeimagingdiKiicuhi” thistypeofe”“ir”nmcnt. Firstly,
the moveout of reflections i\ incurrecrty modelled by the
approximations
usedin mostvelocityanalystsandmoveoutcorrcCLmn
algorithmsto a considerable
depthMOWttlc high~vclucityc”“ua811.
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correctionandvekxity analysisdifficult or impossible.Finally. hasat
re”ecti”ns from tligh~vctocilytayen can acruat,yW”SI and arrl”c
beturethe riirec,wwe. exhibihinghoti?the linea‘ appearance
andthe
apparent“etociliesappmpriatcto refractionsfromthetop“‘the layer.
The imaging problem is further complicatedif ChCshdtowert
high-velocitylayer is ta,erattydirc”ntin”o”s. An ““dcrstandinf of
thesef*cc”rs can aid in recordinggeometrydesign.processingand
interpretation of dabI recordedin simitar en”ironrnc”ts. High
m”ttipticity at “Car “ffWS itnd SCYere
muting or PLwuffsctdarais
necess*rjfor imagingof IhallOWYclocilycu”uilSlS.

In many areas of the world the quality of both high-resolution
and conventional reflection seismic data is detrimentally affected by the presence of shallow large velocity heterogeneities.
An entire workshop at the Canadian Society of Exploration
Geophysicists 1989 Annual Meeting was dedicated to “Data
Acquisition in Problem Areas”. Examples of geologies discussed included volcanic rock layers, karst topography, permafrost layers and hard water bottoms, all of which involve large
velocity contrasts in the near surface.
In an earlier paper, Poley et al. (1989) used elastic modelling
and a real data example from the Beaufort Sea continental shelf

to explain poor coherence on reflections from the top and
bottom of a single high-velocity frozen layer below the sea bed.
In that paper it was demonstrated that amplitude and phase
variations on these events in the shot and common midpoint
domains can cause standard velocity analyses and stacking
techniques to produce erroneous results when applied to these
data.
In this paper we use numerical modelling of multichannel
seismic reflection data to consider the case of two high-velocity
layers and to demonstrate the effect of the shallowest layer on
the reflection attributes of deeper interfaces. These results are
compared to the case of a single high-velocity layer discussed
by Poley et al. (1989). Some of the problems that inhibit
imaging within and below high-velocity layers are demonstrated.
Previous work
The presence of several hundred metres of permafrost under
most of the Beaufort Sea continental shelf was first predicted
by MacKay (1972). An understanding of the distribution and
nature of the frozen sediments on the shelf is important both
because of geotechnical engineering reasons related to hydrocarbon development and because multichannel seismic data
quality is severely affected by its presence.
Initial work concentrated on mapping the areal distribution
of ice-beating sediments on the shelf using refraction seismic
surveys (Hunter et al., 1974; Nave et al., 1978; Monk et al.,
19X3) and high-resolution single-channel retlection seismic
profiling (Blasco and O’Connor, I Y8 I; O’Connor and Associates, 1984).
Methods such as multichannel seismic velocity analysis
(Hatlelid and MacDonald, lY82), conventional wireline logging in exploration wells (Hnatnik and Randall, 1977;
Osterkamp and Payne, 198 I ), and crystal cable surveys (Walker
and Stuart, 1976) have been used to map the total thickness of
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A MODELSTUDYOFSElSMICIMAGINF OVERSHALLOWPERMAFROST
ice-bearing permafrost on land-based sites of the Tuktoyaktuk
Peninsula.
The Earth Physics Branch of the Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources (1983) used available downhole logs
from 161 wells to outline permafrost thickness and/or gas
hydrate occurrences offshore on the continental shelf. Though
this study gave some indication of the overall thickness of
permafrost-affected sediments, no attempt was made to discern
the internal structure of the permafrost body. Knowledge of
overall thickness is not sufficient to provide for reasonable
reflection seismic data quality, and further understanding of the
spatial relationships between frozen and unfrozen sediments
and their effect on multichannel data is required (Poley, 1987).
Fortin (1991) completed a review of published works, reports of several proprietary well site surveys, and permafrost
studies in order to map the depth distribution and occurrence,
as well as the stmchxe, of frozen sediments. Ice-Bearing-Per-
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mafrost (IBPF) is defined as ground that is frozen and has
sufficient ice content to result in a measurable change in physical properties, particularly electrical resistivity and acoustic
velocity. Results of these studies indicate that on a scale of the
entire Beaufort Sea continental shelf, the IBPF body is elongate
in a southwest-northeast orientation and is largely controlled by
the distribution of deltaic sands. Arepresentative part of one of
their cross-sections is shown in Figure 1. The section depicts
six main IBPF layers of variable lateral and vertical extent. Of
particular interest to this study are what Fortin (1991) defines
as the D6 and D5 layers. Unfrozen zones, called taliks, in the
top of permafrost on the Mackenzie Delta are formed where
lakes and rivers insulate the underlying soils (Smith, 1976).
Most of the IBPF sediments offshore are believed to be relic
land-based permafrost which formed during long periods of
subaerial exposure to low arctic temperatures. Unfrozen areas
between adjacent patches of the shallow hummccky layer (D6)
have often been recognized as being coincident with shallower
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Fig. 1. S-N cross-sectionof the stwcture of the IBPF body in the BeauIonSea continentalshell interpretedfrom the electrical and sonic logs of the
wells shown (after Fortin. 1991). Six main bodies of IBPF have been remgnized and are numberedDl through D6 from depth to surface.
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channel or lake deposits. Fortin (1991) indicates that these
taliks often extend down into the top of the D5 layer (Figure I).
He also indicates that the bases of both the D6 and D5 layers
often coincide with major lithologic changes from coarsegrained t” fine-grained sediments and can therefore be abrupt.
They note a direct correlation between areas of poor retlection
seismic data and thick sequences of IBPF.
The common-midpoint (CMP) technique for the acquisition
of reflection seismic data is unsuited to IBPF areas because the
method relies on a geometry which provides a small range of
incidence angles on reflecting horizons (i.e., small receiver
aperture relative to the depths of interest) and small differences
in velocity across boundaries. These assumptions often do not
apply in the Beaufort Sea where typical streamer lengths for
high-resolution multichannel data (600 m) are often longer than
depths of interest and where large vertical and lateral c”ntrasts
in velocity occur (Poley et al., 1989). This paper focuses on
gaining an understanding of some of the specific reasons why
reflection seismic data in these areas are poor and how they
could be improved. Results from two models will be compared
in order to determine the effects of the laterally discontinuous
D6 layer on imaging deeper interfaces. This applies to most of
the eastern continental shelf according to Fortin (1991) and
O’Connor and Associates (1984).

Fig. 2. Schematicdiagramof the shallow permafrostdistributionshowing the thaw talik through D6 into the top of D5. Model 1 and model2
Fables
study.

1 and 2) represent the two vertical IBPF distributions

of this

Table 1. Model 1: single-IBPF layer
Pvelocity
(m/s)

MODELLING
Two depth models, depicted in Figure 2, were developed for
this study. Model I represents a single-IBPF-layer case and is
shown on the left side of Figure 2; model 2 represents the
2.IBPF-layer case and is shown on the right side of Figure 2.
Details of the two models are presented in Tables I and 2.
Model I was developed by Poley et al. (1989) and corresponds t” an area where a talik has thawed through D6 into the
top of D5. Hence, the shallowest IBPF layer is D5 (Figures 1
and 2). Model 2 corresponds to an area where D6 and D5 are
both present. The layers encompassing D6 and D5 in Figure
2 represent nonice-bearing sediments. Poisson’s ratios for the
nonice-bearing layers were estimated from Hamilton (1976)
and, for the ice-bearing layers, from both modelling real data
(Poley et al., 1989) and results of laboratory tests (Timer, 1968;
King et al., 1982).
The recording geometry used in the modelling was a 48-trace
record with a group interval of 12.5 m and a near offset of 75
m. These parameters are typical of high-resolution Beaufort
Sea programs (Poley, 1987).
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the top of D5, the angle of incidence is much smaller in Figure
3b than in Figure 3a. This is due to the refraction of the ray in
the shallower IBPF layer (D6).
Figures 4a and 4b are graphs of P-wave reflection incidence

Effect of D6 on DS reflection amplitude and phase
We first consider the effect of the presence of the shallowest
IBPF layer (D6) on the amplitude and phase variations of the
P-wave reflection from the top and bottom of the deeper IRPF
layer (D5). Raypaths for the nearest (75 m) and farthest (662.5
m) traces are plotted in Figure 3a for the P-wave reflection from
all interfaces in model 1. For comparison, the corresponding
raypaths for model 2 are shown in Figure 3b. These raypaths
show the limits of angles and apertures for the recording geometry used in these models. For the far-trace reflection from
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values of almost 90 degrees. Another significant aspect
of these graphs are the c”rves for the top of DS (open squares
on both graphs). When D6 is absent, incidence angles range
well past the critical angle (28 degrees), so that amplitude and
phase variations for the reflection from this layer are
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Fig. 3. Select raypathsfor the nearest (75 m) and farthest (662.5m)
tracesfor model 1 (a) and model2 (b) and the recordinggeometry
used for the synthetic seismograms

in this paper.

considerable (Poley et al., 1989). In contrast, where D6 is
present, the incidence angles c”ver a much smaller range and
tend to a constant value (near the critical angle) beyond offsets
of 200 m.
Synthetic seismograms were generated for models 1 and 2
using a convolutional model and ray tracing to obtain traveltimes. Reflection amplitude and phase were computed using
plane wave solutions to the Zoeppritz equations provided by
Aki and Richards (1980). To match typical field data, a 70.Hz
wavelet was used in the model. The synthetic seismogram for
model 1 is shown in Figure 5a and that for model 2 is shown in
Figure Sb. It is difficult t” differentiate individual reflections
in the seismograms due t” the interference of various events
with the direct arrival. Similar effects are seen in field records
(Poley, 1987).
The synthetic seismogram in Figure 6 was calculated by ray
tracing model 2 but shows only the reflection from the top of
D5 and its corresponding amplitude-versus-offset curve. It is
apparent that the amplitude variations with offset for the reflection from the top of D5 are masked when D6 is present. Though
incidence angles are mostly constant and near the critical angle
(Figure 4b), the amplitude of the reflection decreaseswith offset
and there is no visible phase change. This reflection does not
exhibit the large range of amplitude and phase variations observed when D6 is not present (Figure 5a). Gassaway (1984)
suggests that amplitude variations with angle of incidence can

OFFSET ,a,

Fig. 4. P-wave reflection incidence angles tar all interlaces in model 1
(a) and model 2 (b) and the recording geometry used in synthetic seismograms in this papw.

be masked for a given interface because shallower intelfaces
rem”ve an increasing fraction of energy as their reflectivity and
transmissivity changes with source-receiver offset. Another
significant factor has been demonstrated here. When a shallow
high-velocity layer overlies layers of lower velocity, the range
in angles of incidence on deeper interfaces will be greatly
reduced in comparison t” when the high-velocity layer is absent. In model 2, reflections from the deeper layer are restricted
to sub- or nearcritical incidence and do not include the larger
amplitude variations associated with either critical angle when
a shallower high-velocity layer is not present. The overall
magnitude of the reflection from the top of D5 is also smaller
when D6 is present, than when it is not, due to the transmission
losses caused by D6 above.
The second phase of the modelling was t” determine how the
depth and thickness of D6 affect the incidence angle, and
therefore the amplitude and phase variations, on reflections
from the top and bottom of DS. Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate
the effect of varying the depth and thickness of a layer of
shallow IBPF on the amplitude and incidence angle variations
with source-receiver offset. Surprisingly, varying the depth of
a 10-m thick D6 layer from 35 t” 70 m makes virtually no
difference to the amplitude and incidence angle-versus-offset
curves for the reflection
from the top of D5 (Figure 7). These
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Fig. 5. Syntheticseismogramsfor P-wave reflectionsfrom all interfacesin model 1 (a) and model2 (b) as well as the direct arrival. Recordinggeometry is the sane as that used in Figures3 and 4
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depth ranges are small relative to streamer lengths. Some
variation is evident in the amplitude-versus-offset curves when
the thickness of the D6 layer is varied (Figure 8), but it is very
small (0.08) relative to the amplitude variation on the reflection
from D5 when D6 is not present (0.6 in Poley et al., 1989). The
maximum incidence angle difference is only 6 degrees. The
differences in amplitude on stacked data due to changes in the
thickness of D6 may be subtle. Hence, the primary factor
controlling amplitude-offset effects and ranges of incidence
angles for deeper reflectors is the praence of the shallow layer
of pemwfrost, and much less so its thickness or depth.
Timing of events

Fig. 6. Synthetic seismogramand correspondingamplitudeversus
source-receiveroffset curve for the P~wavereflectionfrom the top of
D5 in model2.

The synthetic seismogram for model 2 (Figure 5b) also
reveals two additional observations. Firstly, the anival time of
the near-trace reflection from the top of D5 is 70 ms earlier than
that for D5 when D6 is not present (Figure 5a). This is partly
because the talik has melted the top of D5 (Figure 2). It is also
partly due to the static shift (pull-up) of this event caused by the
high-velocity D6 layer above. Secondly, there are two arrivals
which come in earlier than the direct arrival over a large part of
the record.
The reflections from the top and bottom of Db and D5 in
model 2 are shown in Figure 9. At the far-offset trace, the
reflection from the base of D6 arrives 150 ms earlier than that
from the top, and well before the direct arrival (Figure 9a). At
near traces, this retlection is not distinguishable from the reflection from the top of D6 due to interference between the events.
Common processing practice is to zero (mute) the traces from
zero time to just past the direct arrival. For these data only the
four nearest traces would retain the reflection from the top and
bottom of D6 and tuning of the two retlections makes them
indistinguishable from each other. Conventional normalI>,.cc’IIIIcr
I,>,,
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Fig. 7. The effect of variations in the depth of D6 on the amplitude and incidence angle versus source-receiver offset CUIVBS for the reflection from the
top of D5. All five curves are nearly the same in both (a) and (b) indicating little to no eflect from the depth of D6.
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in the thickness of D6 on the amplitude and incidence angle versus source-receiver

mo~eout corrections cannot properly handle events that cross
in time-offset space. It is therefore not surprising that the
shallow IBPF layer is seldom visible on processed multichannel
high-resolution data.
Figure 9b reveals quite a different geometrical relationship
for the reflections from the top and bottom of D5 than the case
when D6 is present (Figure 5a). The top and bottom reflections
converge at the farther offset traces but do not cross for this
recording geometry. On the full synthetic seismogram (Figure
Sb), reflections from the bases of D5 and D6 as well as the
is% ,ournii

offset curves for the reflection for

reflection from the top of D5 have traveltimes less than the
direct arival for most traces of the record. A low fold would
be obtained for these events when these data are stacked. The
basal reflections have the appearance of head waves as their
moveout is approximately linear. The arrival time of the head
wave from the top of D6 is superimposed on Figure 9a. It is
almost coincident with the basal reflection. The basal reflection
has significant amplitude due to large incidence angles and
could be misinterpreted as a refraction event. It may however
be distinguishable due to its negative polarity.
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Fig. 9. Syntheticseismogramsfor the reflectionsfrom the top and bottomof D6 (a) and D5 lb); the line (a) indicatesthe arrival time of the refraction
from the top of D6.
The effect of the shallowest high-velocity layer on the NM0
of later retlections is significant. Figure IOa to d is a series of
spikegrams for interfaces 2 to 5 of model 2, showing the true
arrival times (calculated from ray tracing) as well as those
arrival times calculated using the standard NM0 equation.
Large differences occur between the hue and calculated arrival
times at the far-offset traces for all interfaces below the top of
D6. Although the presence of the shallow high-velocity layer
reduces the variations in amplitude with offset of the reflection
from the top of the deeper layer, it has a detrimental effect on
the moveout curves. Velocity analysis programs based on
hyperbolic approximations would pick incorrect velocities for
later reflections and the resulting moveout corrections would
not natten these events for stacking.
Significant improvement in the data quality can only be
achieved through optimization of recording geometry. A recording geometry which provides high fold at near offsets (i.e.,
small group interval and/or small shot interval) should be used
in areas affected by IBPF. Where this geometry is used, but
receivers are long, severe mutes of far-offset energy should be
used before stacking the data for imaging of the shallow part of
the section.

This paper compares synthetic seismograms from two simplified models representing common juxtaposed distributions
of IBPF found in most of the shallow eastern Beaufort Sea
cs,:i.,</L,,,,
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continental shelf. Plane-wave modelling, which includes only
transmission losses, has been effective in demonstrating many
ofthe inherent problems with datarecorded in areas where large
velocity contrasts occur in the near surface.
The shallowest layer of IBPF (D6) has a more severe impact
on multichannel seismic data than deeper IBPF layers due to
the shallow and laterally discontinuous nature of its distribution. In particular:
I. The presence of D6 has the effect of reducing the amplitude
and phase variations on the reflection from the top of the D5
IBPF layer. This effect is insensitive to the relative depth of
the D6 layer and only slightly sensitive to its thickness.
2. Normal moveout of retlections from interfaces below the top
of the shallowest IBPF layer will be nonhyperbolic. Consequently, standard velocity analysis and NM0 corrections
which assumes hyperbolic moveout will be incorrect.
3. The basal retlection from D6 is almost coincident with the
head wave arrival from the top of the layer. It can be
distinguished from the refraction by its opposite polarity
4. The top and bottom reflections from D6 may appear as a
siogle rvrnt at near offsets in a shot or CDP gather as well
as on stacked sections.
5. In areas of severe velocity contrasts, little improvement can
be achieved by reprocessing of existing data that had been
recorded with greater than 12.5 m group intervals. Arecording geometry which provides high fold at near offsets should
be used in areas affected by IBPF.
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